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STOP! Incorrect Adobe Reader/Acrobat version
You are currently using an unsupported version of Acrobat or Reader. Version 10 or above is required.
If you are currently on the DRN please click here for more information.  Otherwise go to www.adobe.com and install the latest version of Adobe Reader.
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Designer note: If applicable, add a short description of anything the next designer should be aware of before commencing development of this form.
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Instructions
Before completing this form, ensure you have discussed the validity of the EPVR request with BM/EM&P.
Fields marked with * are mandatory, and must be completed before signing or submission.
Customer details
Content/Works description
Is/are works in EWP repository?
Requested outcome *
This Requirement description should describe in general terms the problem to be addressed and the actual or forecast effect of this problem.
The Aim should detail the outcome that will be achieved by addressing the problem, such as increased safety; capability is restored, legislative compliance.
An example of a Requirement Description and Aim:
‘Require additional equipment storage at the Parachute Training School (PTS). The current facility has insufficient storage and parachute drying capacity, requiring the parachute maintenance wing to manage spatial shortfalls through dislocated arrangements.’
Any solution provided in this section will be viewed as what is required and will assist in scoping the proposal if it is approved for the Estate Works Program.
Any known risks or assumptions should also be stated.
NOTE: It is necessary to ensure that the specific location is detailed in this section, by including the Estate ID of the building, facility or Infrastructure.
Justification *
Outline the reason and rationale for the project.  The ‘Justification’ section should address: •   information about the extent of the problem; •   implications if existing gap remains for the Service or Group •   how it has impacted operations; •   duration it has impacted operations; and •   what workarounds have been employed to maintain capability •   note the impact on the ADF of not meeting the requirement, or not achieving the proposed outcome in the requested funding year(s).  EIR forms that demonstrate alignment to Groups / Services strategic objectives are more likely to be supported. Reference any relevant policy documents/projects that support the requirement, including: Force Posture, First Principles Review, Jericho etc.
Stakeholder consultation *
This section needs to include reference to parties who were engaged in the preparation of the EIR form, for example: •   Commanding Officer •   Head of Resident Unit (HRU) •   Groups/Services HQ infrastructure elements •   EMOS contractors •   National Program Services •   E&IG Zone Estate Management & Planning representative •   Base Manager  In addition, this section needs to summarise: •   All consultation between interested parties to the requirement; •   Outline consensus between the parties; and •   Identify other projects/activities/estate issues which may impact on the delivery of the requirement.
Points of contact *
List all relevant points of contact relating to the project and this EIR.
Hurt statement *
State the impact or ‘hurt’ of not proceeding with the EIR.
Security Risk Assessment (SRA) for EIR’s The Hurt Statement section is used to provide a statement of the consequences of not proceeding with the requirement against seven (7) Threat Types or impact categories. The exception is Security which is detailed below in Security Risk Assessment (SRA) for EIR’s
Only one Hurt Statement can be entered for each of the Threat Type categories.
The consequence and likelihood ratings must be determined in accordance with the Estate and Infrastructure Group Risk Management Framework (RMF) as it applies to the Estate Works Program. http://intranet.defence.gov.au/EstateManagement/Governance/Risk/docs/RMF.pdf
Threat Type
Hurt Statement
Consequence
Likelihood
Risk Level
Capability
Environment & Heritage
Financial
Efficiency
Legislative Compliance
Occupational Health
Reputation
Delivery of Services
Security
Provide Estate Works Program (EWP) IDs
Has a local financial EWP offset been identified?
Before proceeding with this EPVR, you will need to liaise with the BM, EM&P or NPS to identify an offset.
Is the intent to include in an existing project?
Has inclusion feasibility been agreed by the Project Manager?
Customer to sign
Optional instruction text here
Base Manager endorsement
This request is:
Optional instruction text here
DSD/AD EM&P endorsement
This request is:
Optional instruction text here
Regional NPS observations and recommendation
DEWPO decision
This request is:
Optional instruction text here
Office Use only
Action
Actioned by (Initials)
Date
Requirement created (if not pre-existing)1
Requirement ID
Relevant SPM advised of DEWPO decision
Regional NPS provide appropriate advice (Stakeholder, BM, EM&P)
1. Where an EPVR is not approved and works are not currently held in the EWP repository, a requirement will still be input based on the EPVR information for consideration in future programming.
If approved
Action
Actioned by (Initials)
Date
Regional NPS provide direction to delivery agent  (where work is being included in existing project)
Regional NPS initiate project development (where work is being delivered in a new project)
Errors in Form
The following errors were found in your form. Please correct them before proceeding.
To go directly to an error on your form, select the error description in the list below and click the “Go to Selected Error” button, or double-click the error description from the list. 
To go directly to an error on your form, select the error description in the list below and click the “Go to Selected Error” button, or double-click the error description from the list.  Clicking the “Refresh Error List” button will remove corrected errors from the list.
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